
Year 4 – Temples, Tombs and Treasures Curriculum Information Summer (2nd half) 2021 

     

Our topic:  

Temples, Tombs 

and Treasures  

 

English 

 We will continue to use our theme of Temples, 

Tombs and Treasures in English and will be 

begin to focus on descriptive writing about a 

setting, or person, using our new class book 

‘Marcy and the Riddle of the Sphinx’. We will 

also be looking at writing diary entries, 

narratives as well as biography writing and 

consolidating our previous grammatical 

knowledge through these pieces of writing.  

 

Mathematics 
 We will begin our Math learning by focusing 

on statistics and understand how to identify, 

interpret and show data. We will then move 

on to geometry by looking at shapes and 

their properties before learning about the 

importance of position and direction within 

Geometry. We will then be consolidating our 

Year Four learning at the end of the term, 

focusing on number and place value.  

 

 

Science 
 We will be learning about states of matter 

in Science and learning about solids, 

liquids and gases and their properties. We 

will also look in to and understand the 

processes to separate mixtures. We will also 

link our Science learning with our 

Geography learning and explain how the 

water cycle works and describe this using 

scientifically key words.  

 

 

History or Geography 
 We will be focusing on Geography this half term, by 

looking at the Water Cycle. We will be looking at why 

water is important and linking it to our Science learning 

and exploring changing states and why the water cycle 

is important and how it works. We will also be exploring in 

detail how clouds are made and how to treat water 

before linking this learning to previous learning about 

water pollution.  

 

 

 

PSHE and RHE 
 We will be looking the theme of a ‘World without 

Judgement’ and focusing on recognising positive 

attributes in others as well as exploring why differences 

are welcomed. We will also be looking at recognising 

our own strengths and goals and understanding why 

these may be different to others. We will also identify 

some of the ways we can overcome barriers and 

promote equality for everyone.  

 

 

Art and Design/Design and 

Technology 
 We will be focusing on Textiles 

in Art and will identify different 

ways we use them at home 

and how they’re constructed. 

We will also look at the 

importance of patterns and 

how it can be incorporated in 

weaving before creating a 

simple loom. 

 

 

 

Religious Education 
 We will continue to learn 

about identity and belonging 

and understand that even 

though we are all different, 

we are all part of a 

community. 

 

 

 Physical Education 
 We will be focusing on 

athletics and using our 

previously learnt skills to 

practice sports such as javelin, 

shot put, long jump and 

running.  

 

 

Computing 

 We will be using Purple Mash to 

create a logo and animation. 

This will include designing and 

learning how to use specific 

commands to create images 

and animations. 

 

 

How can you help your child at 

home? 
 Ensure that they complete 

their homework, which is given 

out on Friday and is expected 

back on Wednesday.  

 Listen to them read their AR 

books and ask them questions 

about the books.  

 Encourage them to use the 

online resources such as Myon, 

and TT Rockstars to support 

their learning.  

 

 

 

Music 

 We will continue to learn how 

to play our new instrument; 

the Ukulele. We will also be 

learning about body 

percussion and composition.  
 

Spanish 
 We will be learning about family 

members, pets and how to ask 

questions.   

 

 


